
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Authenticity of the artist is what SA lacks...Artist that 

truly stand for creating honest portrayals of real life and 

incorporating true artists within his vision is what we need 

in our theatre industry. This year has been plagued by 

artists that are unable to give wings to their ideas, Ideas that 

are profound but fail because the focus is placed on 

popularity and gaining celebrity status. We as an industry 

need to look back at the core of theatre's being and truly ask 

ourselves if we are exhibiting honest representations of what 

theatre is? 

 

The answer is we are not! More artist that abuse theatre are 

rising and our wonderful creators are stepping back. Among 

ourselves we give praise to the unaccomplished work and 

overlook the truly wonderful theatre works...Thus in 

November issue we bring you a selection of artists that create 

with a purpose, artists that because of their dedication and 

merit will continue to rise and blossom! We celebrate 

spectacular men in theatre such as the Cape Town based actor 

Carel Nel who keeps dishing out the most beautiful 

characters; Writer/Actor/Director Lebogang mphahlele has 

given SA a mouthful of creative ideas, innovative characters 

and intriguing productions and SATMag brings praise to 

Bryan Hill who has been at the helm of the Monte Casino's 

Teatro Theatre celebrating 10 years of unforgettable 

entertainment! And we feature the unstoppable theatre force, 

queen of SA panto Janice Honeyman who has given SA 30 

years of abundant laughter. 

 

The artists we shed light on within this issue reflects the 

essence of theatre so profoundly and their worth is forever 

gold! 

 

November is also time to get your nominations in for our 

annual SATMag Awards - be sure that your favourite 

makes the cut! 

 

Enjoy this month’s issue and be sure to make it a month 

filled with theatre!  

 

Love, 

Vianney Henry Farmer 

The Editor 
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Carel Nel is a multi-award winning South African Actor and recently scooped 

the 2017 Kyknet Silwerskerm Film Festival's Best Actor Award for his role in 

Slaaf. The roles Nel has been portraying made the local industry take note of 

his powerful performances and SATMag could not resist meeting up with this 

leading man to hear of his take on the local theatre industry - to which he has 

made some great contributions to!

 n 2012 he was awarded the coveted Fleur 

du Cap best actor award for his portrayal of 

the title character in ‘Die rebellie van Lafras 

Verwey’.  He was also awarded best actor at 

the 2017 KleinKaap short film festival for his 

performance in ‘Hum’. In 2016 he was awarded 

best actor in the 48 Hour film project for his 

performance in ‘The First week’ which has also 

been included in the Cannes short 

corner festival. He has appeared in numerous 

international and local films and Television 

shows including the Emmy nominated ‘Roots’, 

Blood Drive', ‘Shepards and butchers’, ‘Young 

Ones’, ‘The Price of sugar’, ‘The Endless 

river’ and ‘Flight of the Storks’ just to name a 

few. Carel recently closed filming on the 

American Television series ‘Blood Drive’ that 

was shot in Cape Town.Nel not only works in 

Film and Television but he has starred in over 

20 professional Theatre productions and he has 

left audiences absolutely mesmerized with his 

stage skills. 2015 Carel was nominated for 

a Kyknet Fiësta award for best solo 

performance in his one man show ‘Slaaf’ which 

he co-wrote. In 2016 he was nominated for 

a Naledi Award and a Broadway World South 

Africa award both for best supporting actor for 

his performance in Athol Fugards’ ‘People are 

living there’. Other theatre highlights include: 

Die fliek, Drool, Balbesit, Kooperasie stories, Tj

op en Dop, Murderer, Die Kersieboord and A 

midsummer night’s dream. 

Nel intended to study Law, but he quickly was  

 

Carel Nel 

reminded of the profound sense of joy he 

experienced while he was part of a play in 

grade eleven: "I just loved the entire process. 

After that I could not see myself doing 

anything else." He then quickly switched from 

LLB to B.A Drama and he never looked back. 

Having been part of more than 20 productions,  

I 
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he is still amazed by the young crop of theatre 

makers coming through the ranks: "They are 

breathing fresh air into the industry with great 

new ideas and ways of storytelling. With little to 

no money they’re creating amazing work that 

will be remembered for a long time." Seeing 

how emerging artists push through to keep SA 

theatre alive brings Nel great relief: "People 

have been saying theatre is dead for the past 

100 years yet here we still are…Theatre is 

storytelling and is part of our DNA as human 

beings. It will always appeal to people." At the 

same time Nel is heartbroken over the fact that 

theatres are closing down due to finances: 

"Times are though. South Africa is currently in a 

technical recession and people will always 

firstly spend less on entertainment. I mostly did 

the Afrikaans festival circuit this year and I 

could see there was a drop in attendance. So in 

a sense we are directly impacted by the 

economy but theatre is clever and will always 

come up with innovative ways to stay alive." 

 

Carel Nel in Trompie is net uitgepass. 

Nel firmly believes that theatre has a way of 

taking challenges and changing them into 

opportunities. He explains of a director, he  

 

 

 

knows, who had zero funding for his show and 

went scavenging on signal hill for a set; "He 

took some branches and made the most 

beautiful show." He adds and continues to say: 

"His show won best production at 

this year’s Kyknet Fiesta Awards. That 

is amazing!" He also notes that the biggest 

challenge today is to get people in cities to the 

theatre. He acknowledges that the festivals 

have done a great job at taking theatre to a 

new level yet it’s becoming very expensive to 

travel to places where the festivals are held. 

Thus it is important according to Nel that 

the step toward doing independent and 

commercial work in the cities are needed which 

will bring in the audiences as seen with the 

successes of The Fugard and Market theatres. 

This is possible because the theatre share 

human experience and no matter in what form 

or language theatre transcend all that, Nel adds 

on: "If the script is solid, the actors committed 

and the direction is strong anyone will be able 

to understand - the language doesn’t matter." 

“I love the diversity of theatre in our country. I 

love what people are able to accomplish with no 

funding. I love how we are challenged by South 

African theatre.” Exclaims this proud artist and 

concludes by stating that to him our theatre is of 

an unbelievably high standard. “I hope that it 

will one day thrive. That it becomes ingrained in 

every culture and language in this country.” 

This is his hopes for SA Theatre and he wishes 

that the general public start to cherish it and 

that every production in the country has “Sold 

out” signs in front of the entrance. SATMag. 

 

Carel Nel and Chris van Niekerk in 

Kooperasiestories. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2017 has been the year where Lebo let it all out creatively, starting with penning down his 

very first original play, Kasi Stories: A story not often Told. Which enjoyed a tour around 

the country - SA also got to see this multifaceted man in action, who has always thrilled 

with each theatrical encounter! Here’s our Q&A with this incredible performer:

 

 
Lebo Mphahlele 

 

1)     For those who are not familiar with your 

work, give us a rundown of some of your career 

highlights thus far. 

Well my biggest highlight to date would be penning 

my first original play, Kasi Stories: A story not often 

Told. Which tells the sad reality of two friends who 

want a positive male role model or father figure 

which is absent in their lives. Growing up this reality 

plagued most of my friends and people I grew up 

with so its been great to tell this story and above all 

listening to audience members who went through 

the same ordeal relate so much to the story. 

 

2)     How would you define your type of work 

and why would you say that people should go 

and watch it? 

I have not yet packaged myself really but I've 

always moved towards comedy with a sharp slice of 

reality. Human narratives always draw me in but I 

struggle with leaving the audience in a sad state so I 

always look for the funny but yet relay the story 

thats heartfelt. People should come see my work as 

you will laugh but yet leave asking your self 

pertinent questions. 

 

3)     What is your earliest memory of theatre? 

It would have to be my debut at The Opera House in 

Port Elizabeth were I played one of the Princess' 

Guard in Alladin. You can only imagine what it must 

feel like being so young and performing in such a 

huge stage. I loved every minute of it and from then 

on I always just wanted to be on a stage. The rush, 

emotions and the audience bring such a complex 

and yet exciting blend that makes theatre a unique 

environment. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4)     Which is your favourite theatre to perform 

in and why? 

I've not had the previliage of performing in many 

theatres around the country but for me it has never 

been about the Theatres. Its always been about the 

work. How much does the work move me. I could 

perform it in a street, park or wherever it really 

doesn't matter. But I do have moments when I feel 

like it would be nice to go home and perform for the 

people who remember me when I started out, so I 

would never say no to performing at The Opera 

House, EVER.  

 

5)     How would you describe your journey as an 

artist in the entertainment world? 

Nothing in my life has ever come easy. Nothing has 

ever been handed to me. So its been slow, very 

slow. But I wouldn't change a thing about it. I've met 

tons of people whom I've learnt so much from. I've 

been given a lot of opportunities to work through 

things slowly and meticulously. I've been given the 

opportunity to grow myself and stretch myself. I 

know exactly what I can do, what I could do and 

what I shouldn't even touch. The ride has been slow 

but exciting. I've had time to smell the roses if you 

like. And I'm no where near done yet. 

 

6)     We're going to put you on the spot; who is 

your favourite theatre artist that you have ever 

worked with and why? 

Right now it would have to be Thulani Mtsweni. We 

work together in Kasi Stories. There is no person I 

trust more on stage at this moment. He always has 

my back. In writing the play we had a lot of 

conversations about how we grew up. We shared so 

much of ourselves to one another. I'd never done 

that with any other artist. We have so much fun on 

stage and to us nothing else matters than telling the 

story in its purest form. We are so alike, he's 

honestly the brother I never had. Plus he is such an 

amazing performer and he pushes me so much. 

 

7)     What achievement of yourself are you most 

proud of? 

I've never received any to be honest but we recently 

came back from the Cape Town Fringe Festival and 

were nominated for "Freshest Show" and Thulani 

received "Fresh Performer". We also had our first 

review. I know these might seem small to some 

people but to me this means so much more. When 

you work alone until the early hours of the morning, 

when you get doors closed in your face more often 

than not, when you dream of performing at festivals 

but your pocket says no and sponsors or audiences  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are no where to be seen. We've gone through that 

and this little recognition goes a long way in 

ensuring that we don't give up and we keep pushing 

through. "Joy cometh in the morning". 

 

8)     What advice do you have to give to aspiring 

theatre makers? 

Challenge yourself. If you don't know, ask. Keep at 

it. No's only bring you closer to a yes. Take advice. 

Read, write, listen more. And most importantly 

never give up. We need new South African plays 

that speak to us. 

 

9) What has been the biggest challenge for 

you to overcome as an South African artist? 

Me. I've been my biggest challenge. I'm not a hard 

person to please but I expect so much more from 

myself. Be it in my acting, writing or directing. I 

always believe I can do better. It can get really 

frustrating. I wouldn't say though that I've overcome 

it but I'm learning to let go and with the help of 

friends and colleague's it has become a lot easier. 

 

10) What does theatre mean to you? 

Theatre is my life. It runs in my veins. I don't speak 

a lot, people would think I'm shy or reserved but 

theatre is a place for me to speak my mind and my 

soul. I worry a lot about the individual person 

growing up or moving along in this country and 

theatre gives me the space to show people that they 

are not alone and that we share so much in 

common, beyond racial and tribal lines. SATMag. 

 
Lebo Mphahlele in Kasi Stories. 
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In 1972, Janice Honeyman was one of the founding members – along with 

writer/director Barney Simon and lighting designer Mannie Manim - of The 

Company. The Company was an independent theatre collective created, 

essentially, to produce avant garde work. Today  some 45 years later - the 

dynamic actress, highly acclaimed director, author and arts administrator 

finds herself more ‘in-demand’ than ever, but what ultimately makes her 

standout is her delightful end year treats which has made her SA's Queen of 

Panto!
 

he 30th annual festive season pantomime 

production is Pinocchio, which is produced 

by Joburg Theatre and Bernard Jay, 

this 30th anniversary is an incredible 

milestone for Honeyman in the theatre industry, 

which she never intended to enter: "I would have 

loved to have been a vet, but my mathematically 

and scientifically challenged abilities disqualified 

me from following that career, and I sort of 

slipped into drama and theatre without really 

making a decision to do so. I didn’t know what 

else to do." In the same breath Honeyman 

shares that once she gave up Maths and took on 

a specialized literature option for matric; she 

realized that she loved the written word, and 

thought that if it could come to life so vividly for 

her, She would like to try to recreate that 

imaginative trip for other people; "And not being 

a really skilled writer, the Theatre was an 

alternative where this imaginative journeying 

could be indulged in with huge enjoyment!" 

 

Honeyman has mastered the creation of exactly 

that visual trip she imagined because she 

thoroughly involves herself within her theatre 

works on an emotional level and in relating to the 

writer (“dead or alive!”), the cast (“always very 

alive!”), the creative team and the audience who 

are going to receive it. She does this in the 

hopes that the  

 

 

 

 
Janice Hoeyman 

 

communication of her stories are received in an 

original and honest manner as intended: "I hope, 

whether it's serious drama or a fun Panto or 

musical, that I can engage people and draw them 

into the work, giving them an engrossing,  

 

T 



 

enjoyable and satisfying experience." She 

conveys to SATMag. This sentiment could be 

credited to her very first theatrical experience at 

The Alhambra in Cape Town. She tells of how 

there was pre-show music playing, how the 

architecture of the theatre interior was a replica 

of the Spanish Alhambra along with turrets, 

cypress trees, and windows where she imagined 

a whole life playing out, and of course, she adds; 

the beautifully lit cloud and star-filled sky. "I 

thought that was the show! Imagine my delight 

when the red curtain lifted, and the most thrilling 

variety of ballet dancers, comedians, puppets, 

singers and musical performers made magic that 

totally captivated me!"  

 

 
The previous Panto: Robin Hood. 

 

Today the same thrill she experienced as a 

young girl, is what is experienced by each 

member of the audience attending a Janice 

Honeyman Pantomime. To describe this unique 

tradition, it’s best to use Janice’s own words: “A 

pantomime is always loosely based on a fairy- or 

folktale, sweetened with some love and romance, 

leavened with as many silly jokes as I can think 

of, and peppered with a whole string, or sting, of 

quotes from celebrities, world leaders, local 

politicians, newspapers, magazines, TV soapies 

and reality shows.  Add a good, big dollop of 

naughtiness, a well-blended mix of your favourite 

hot hits and jingly-jangly-hum-ti-tum-tum tunes, a 

dash of dancing, a splash of bright icing for the 

sets and costumes, sprinkle it all with a dusting 

of mayhem and magic – and there, I hope, is 

your annual yummpty-scrumpty Christmas treat!” 

30 successful years of joyful and witty family  

 

 

 

 

 

 

theatre is a grand standout to Janice, but she 

tells of other highlights fill her with absolute 

gratitude to have been able to add incredible 

value to our nation's theatre landscape. "I have 

had rewarding times directing Shakespeare’s 

plays – several of them – and the response of 

both the audience and the experts in the UK 

pleased me greatly when we took the 

Baxter/RSC production of “The Tempest” to 

Stratford-Upon-Avon and other UK cities. 

Standing ovations for “Showboat” in Cape Town, 

Paris, Oslo, Nuremberg and Cardiff were pretty 

thrilling too!" So too has she had an 

absolutely thrilling journey in the theatre; 

"Particulary because I have explored so many 

genres of performance, and learned how to do 

most of them from scratch – I loved my journey 

of discovery into Opera and Operetta." Starting 

with “Cosi Fan Tutte,” and covering highly 

individual versions of shows like “La Belle 

Helene”, “Die Fledermaus” and “The Merry 

Widow”. She tells SATMag how she has fallen 

totally in love with the Musical, thanks to 

Joan Brickhill and Louis Burke casting her as 

Agnes Gootch in “Mame”, and since Musicals 

have been greatly loved by Janice. She also 

speaks very fondly of her Market Theatre years, 

"Where I directed West End and Broadway 

Drama hits like “Driving Miss Daisy”, “Torch Song 

Trilogy”, “Shadowlands”, “I’m Not Rappaport” and 

it was a pleasure to create world-class 

interpretations of these plays with top South 

African actors." Crucial to her developement 

were the deep and exposing story-telling lessons 

taught to her by the great  

 

Barney Simon. "I found I am skilled at 

adaptations of prose – “Shirley Goodness and 

Mercy”, “Vatmaar”, “Hard Times”, “Tale of Two 

Cities”, “Marico Moonshine and Mampoer” and 

many, many more." 

 

She tells SATMag that she looks back at her 

career and is filled with pure gratitude for the 

support of her career having had wonderful 

mentors such as Mannie Manim, Athol Fugard, 

Barney Simon, Lynette Marais, Mandie van der 

Spuy and of course Bernard Jay at The Joburg  

 



 

 

 

 

Theatre. She also explains of her greatest 

challenge to keep herself constant and 

consistent and the unwavering aim is to keep her 

mind open, fresh, and receptive to new ways of 

approaching theatre and life. "As I get older there 

is so much to learn! It never gets easier - it gets 

faster, younger, and if I don’t keep in tune and 

rhythm with the way of the world, I will be left 

behind." She relies and further explains that as a 

South African it is imperative to try to share and 

accept cultural differences, to be insightful about 

humanity in our sometimes inhumane country, 

and to always try to understand all our 

differences and embrace our similarities.  Having 

had an utterly delightful journey in the theatre 

world Janice finds it impossible to point out a 

single moment because having lasted in theatre 

for 47 years, creating non-stop with about 200 

productions with great committed to each 

individual theatre project she has done. She can 

only conclude that she REALLY loves her job! 

"From within my extensive memory-box from 

time to time snatches of wonderful pictures pop 

up, full of people I love, plays that developed my 

skills, pictures that designers have given me (or 

I’ve given to designers), crazy-busy multi-tasking 

times – to lift and separate one from another is 

simply not accurate. I loved working at The 

Market, at The Fugard, and of course my four 

RSC forays in the UK were overwhelmingly 

exciting for me." 

 

What's her secret you ask? Simply 

being wholehearted and fully immersed in 

everything she takes on - and she advises all to 

strive for this in whatever you do. 

Janice believes, aspiring theatre makers need a 

very broad knowledge of theatre history, styles 

and genres, a detailed interest in current events, 

and always a vivid imagination and the ability to 

think laterally. "So study", she advises and 

continues to urge young directors to; "expand 

your thoughts and horizons, keep your 

individuality, challenge your preconceptions, and 

once you have a vision, stick to it, and guide or 

lead your cast firmly. Workshopping without a 

goal, an aim, a leader seldom works well." Janice  

 

 

 

Honeyman has endlessly enriched SA theatre 

with her work, her drive, her ideas and her being 

and SATheatre would simply not be complete 

without her! 

 

 
The brand new Panto: Pinocchio.  

 

SATMag's quick six with the Panto Queen: 

 

1) What does theatre mean to you? 

Theatre is excitement, exploration, 

challenge! It’s stories illustrate our lives on one 

hand, and they paint pictures for us that we might 

never have seen on the other hand. It gives us 

an identity that we can share – artists and 

audiences – and it can breathe hope, 

pleasure, humour and happiness into our 

lives.  Theatre is an excellent teacher for me, and 

I in turn hope that my theatre gives generously to 

all who experience it! 

  

2) After all your years in this field, what still 

excites you about SA theatre? 

An ever-present re-imagining of our stories, and 

an infinite variety of styles in which we as artists  

 

 



 

can talk about ourselves and our audiences will 

excite me until the last show I ever do. 

  

 3) What do you love about SA Theatre? 

It’s invention, originality and diversity 

 

 
  

4) What changes do you see in younger 

theatre makers today in terms of theatre as 

an art form? 

 Their need to be more creative and brave when 

it involves their own initiative and to produce 

cutting edge and relevant theatre. 

  

5) What would you say is the biggest 

challenge that South African theatre makers 

are facing today? What would your advice be 

to them? 

The biggest challenge in the SA theatre is to be 

honest and unafraid to express ourselves openly. 

And self-censorship is the most severe danger 

we can face. 

  

6) What is your hopes for SA theatre in 2018? 

That people in the arts continue to persevere and 

that audiences grow and appreciate the work 

being made. 

 

 

 

 

Following the pantomime Pinocchio, Joburg 

Theatre and independent theatre producer 

Bernard Jay will present the South African 

premiere production of the musical The Color 

Purple on The Mandela stage, with an-all South 

African company directed by Janice Honeyman. 

The musical is based on Alice Walker’s 1983 

Pulitzer Prize winning novel and a recent 

Broadway revival won unprecedented acclaim, 

including top Tony and Grammy awards. 

“It has been a five-year personal journey to 

secure the rights to present The Color Purple in 

South Africa,” says executive producer Bernard 

Jay “and, from day one, I knew that I had to have 

Janice Honeyman at the helm of this 

production.  The story is about four women, 

coming together through a long period of 

adversity and eventually, through sisterhood, 

finding their individual salvation and freedom - a 

testament to the healing power of love and, 

ultimately, a celebration of life.  Although the 

wonderful musical score features jazz, ragtime, 

gospel and blues, The Color Purple is a musical 

that needs to be staged through the eyes and 

soul of a woman and a brilliant story-teller.  Who 

better,” asks Jay, “than Janice Honeyman?” 

 

Pinocchio opens at Joburg Theatre on November 

12th 2017 and continues its 72-performance 

season until December 30th.  The Color 

Purple opens on January 31st 2018 and 

continues its run until March. SATMag. 



 

Bryan Hill & the Teatro  
Bryan Hill has been at the helm of Tsogo Sun’s Teatro at Montecasino, which this year 

celebrates its 10thanniversary, since before it opened. He has witnessed and been part of the 

Teatro’s incredible journey – and also that of the theatre industry. Thus SATMag couldn't 

resist in getting to know the man behind the Teatro in greater detail!

fter just having two great audience favourites in August and September (Lord Of The Dance and the St 

Petersburg Ballet), October and November will be filled by one of the year’s production highlights, a re-

mounting of the iconic original West End and Broadway production of Evita: "We are very excited to be 

hosting this brand new production which will tour Asia after making its’ debut here in Johannesburg." Moving 

into the Christmas season sees a return of Cinderella On Ice and they will kickstart the New Year with a magic 

show, The Illusionists, which has had sold out seasons on Broadway and in Las Vegas, from February through 

March 2018 for four weeks.  

Hill shares with SATMag that they believe that theatre should host productions that have appeal to any local 

market and that is exactly what they have done at the Teatro with an average occupancy of 80% over the last ten 

years and moving forward, the key is to retain that populism, whilst also growing their audience base to be 

inclusive of the ever expanding generations of South African audiences. This passion for theatre started when Hill 

was young at the age of ten he fully invested in being a performer trying his hand at everything from singing, 

dancing and acting. Hill has been involved in the theatre industry for nearly 40 years. In 1999 he joined Richard 

Loring Enterprises and was appointed Dance Director for the acclaimed local musical production, African 

Footprint, with which toured South Africa, Europe, China, India and the United States until 2005. He regards the 

last decade, spent running the Teatro, as the highlight of his career. Bryan joined the Teatro in 2006 while it was 

still under construction, opening it with Disney’s The Lion King was still in planning stages, and since then, under 

his management, the theatre provided a platform for shows, concerts and productions as diverse as 

Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, Cats, The Phantom of the Opera, Johnny Clegg, Hugh Masekela, The Parlotones, 

Annie Lennox, The Sound of Music, Dream Girls, Jersey Boys, and many others. In fact, a total of 144 productions  

 

A 



 

 

have been staged at the Teatro since it opened, and over 4 million people have seen the shows! But it doesn't 

stop there; together with local promoters, the Teatro have struck a very good balance between local and 

international artists appearing on our stage, Hill explains; "In keeping with our first production, The Lion King, the 

musicals staged at the Teatro always try and feature local casts, so the Teatro has provided a much needed boost 

to local musical theatre performers. Not only that, but often these casts and productions go on to tour Asia and 

other parts of the world, providing work and opportunities to our local industry that only came into being around 

15 years ago." 

The Teatro has become a part of the South African culture being a number one source of live entertainment 

renown for their esteemed quality of the productions that they host, as well as a uniqueness of product that you 

may not be able to see at other venues. Hill states that the theatre is ideally located within the Northern suburbs 

of Johannesburg and to him this has also had a great impact on its popularity; "With Montecasino being a one 

stop entertainment destination that delivers an overall safe environment, no matter what we are offering, 

whether it be gaming, movies, restaurants or theatre." Being a great source of live entertainment they put up a 

great fight against the rise of technology; which in many instances aid the appeal of theatre; for example 

reaching ones target market is done with great ease via social media and other digital platforms in a more direct 

form. "You also rely on patrons to now become part of the marketing process via their cellphones or tablets." 

Tells Hill and explains that this can have a downside as patrons often then believe they can observe (record) a 

performance via their phones; which can be extremely distracting in the auditorium. "For theatre productions 

this is considered bad behaviour, yet for concerts it is encouraged, so this is often a challenge for us at the 

Teatro." adds Hill. He also states that home entertainment is now offering more with high quality streaming of 

movies, tv shows etc; "So sometimes this is a cheaper form of entertainment for our patrons, so the choice of 

product on offer at our venue has become even more critical to appeal to our target markets than ever before." 

But in the same breath Hill, praises the Immediacy of theatre and how it serves a two way communication 

between an artist and the audience. "It involves emotion, something technology cannot provide I would like to 

hope that this immediacy and appeal will not fall away and that when people discover theatre for the first time, 

it reels them in and they get addicted to it as much as they are addicted to their technological 

hardware…" Another impeding factor he speaks of, is that of the local economy and the value of the Rand which 

has had an impact on the Teatro's business as so much of their products come from overseas and Hill admits to it 

making it more difficult for producers to source productions that are economically viable in our country.  

Bryan singles out the great efforts of the team at the Market Theatre in obtaining audiences and in particular 

their focus on getting young audiences to the theatre. He also stresses the need for grassroots level education of 

what theatre is about as he believes: "The future definitely lies with encouraging younger generations to discover 

and then fall in love with theatre." Bryan rounds of our interview by stating that the last year has been a 

challenge, "Which we believe has been mainly due to our country’s depressed economy, but historically, this too 

will change, and the one thing that theatre has always managed to do, anywhere in the world, is survive!" 

Below: Lion King The Musical at the Opening of the Teatro at Montecasino. 
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Alan Committie, Comedian 
1. I'm a HUGE musical theatre fan so 

I always have the Les Miserable 
soundtrack in my car for 
emergencies and love the Book of 
Mormon score! My dad was also a 
very enthusiastic ELVIS fan. Which 
I have inherited. I might have all 
his albums....ssshhhhh.  

2. One of my first corporate gigs was for the Cape 
Trucker's Lunch which was for....wait for 
it....TRUCKERS! Five hundred truckers waiting for 
the main entertainment which were STRIPPERS!! 
And i had to mc the day. And ask the strippers to 
standby for their performance. Which I did. And 
found them doing heroine. And shaving 
themselves...Shall I go on? Ok. I then tried to do 
what was my only 10 min of stand up (this was 20 
years ago) to absolutely no response. Even the 
lady who booked me continued to talk through my 
set.....My Mr Bean impression went down even 
worse. 

3. Rosencrantz and Guildnestern are Dead by Tom 
Stoppard.My life is constantly intersecting with 
seemingly more important people and events that 
play out intriguingly for a period and then seem to 
drift from my grasp. 

 

Charlie Bouguenon, Actor 
1. I listen to classical music. I grew 

up in a classical household. My 
father and grandfather both being 
professional classical musicians 
and so I grew up with a deep 
appreciation for the genre. 

2. I wasn't even on stage!!! Matinee 
performance before opening night 
of "Grease" in Auckland, New Zealand. I 
played Sonny, As we come into theatre that day 
the director tells me I'm going on as Vince - My 
voice on that particular day was vrot due to a 
persistent head-cold. I was panicking and in the 
dressing room I was trying to see if I could rock 
scream through it. At this point one of the 
ensemble members came into the dressing room 
and told me I missed my cue for one of the 
scene transitions. I started running but he 
stopped me saying that I had totally missed it 
and the show had gone on.  

3. The farce, Noises Off by Michael Frayn. Hahaha. 
The show must go on no matter what happens!  

 

Jennifer Myburgh, Actress 
1. Let it go from Frozen. Its such a fun 

sing-along song.  
2. I had to sing a song once and at a 

particular point in the song I have to 
jump on a box and I completely 
missed the box and could hear 
everyone in the audience go -OOOOOO. 

3. Dario Fo's Can't Pay Won't pay. Its a farce that 
centers around themes that affects our lives at 
the moment. 



 

 

 

 

 



 


